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Satic USA announces new whole home energy management system
Missoula, MT March 22, 2013 – Satic USA, an American manufacturer of energy saving
products, has announced a new whole home energy management system. The package
includes either plug-in or wire-in Power Perfect Energy Savers, and up to 34 highly efficient,
Energy Star rated SaticPulse lamps. By simply switching out the current lighting and using
Satic Energy Savers a homeowner can effectively clean and protect the entire electrical
system. The Power Perfect Package will greatly reduce both harmful EMF’s and electrical
use, while protecting expensive electronics and appliances, and saving money!
Satic’s Power Perfect Package is offered with either plug-In or wire-In Energy Savers. The
plug-In model comes with two easy to install ES120 Global Energy Savers, while the wire-In
models come with either a ready-to-install Satic Power Perfect Box or Satic Power Perfect
Box Heavy Duty for a quick and easy install by a licensed electrician at the electrical
distribution panel.
SaticPulse light bulbs are known for their high efficiency and operate with over a 92% power
factor. Most CFL bulbs operate inefficiently with less than a 75% power factor and introduce
disruptive harmonics into a home’s electrical system.
--MORE--

About Satic USA – Satic USA is a UL listed American manufacturer of quality, highly
efficient lighting and energy management products. Satic is committed to the engineering,
development and manufacturing of energy saving products designed to be inexpensive,
easy to use and truly effective. Its products are sold nationally as well as internationally
through resellers and distributors. Satic actively seeks dealers, resellers and distributors to
expand its distribution networks nationally and internationally.
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